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Abstract
Flash-based persistent storage media are capable of sub-
millisecond latency I/O. However, a storage architecture op-
timized for spinning drives may contain software delays that
make it impractical for use with such media. The NetApp®

ONTAP® storage system was designed originally for spin-
ning drives, and needed alterations before it was productized
as an all-SSD system. In this paper, we focus on the changes
made to the read I/O path over the last several years, which
have been crucial to this transformation, and present them
in chronological fashion together with the associated perfor-
mance analyses.

1 Introduction

The advent of flash-based storage about a decade ago trans-
formed the business of data center storage controllers. De-
spite improvements in several dimensions, the time to ac-
cess any randomly selected data from storage had histori-
cally remained limited by physical constraints of spinning
hard disk drive (HDD) technology. NAND-based solid state
drives (SSDs) provided orders of magnitude lower latency
and higher IOPS. In the last decade, several SSD-optimized
or SSD-only architectures for data center storage controllers
have been built and productized.

NetApp’s® flagship feature-rich ONTAP® storage operat-
ing system is deployed in various configurations both within
the data-center and in the cloud. ONTAP and its propri-
etary WAFL® file system [19] were optimized over their first
two decades to maximize available I/O bandwidth on HDDs
(with multi-millisecond latencies) for both reads and writes,
and with a modular architecture to allow ongoing feature de-
velopment. Most features of the WAFL architecture are re-
quired of any enterprise-quality storage system regardless of
the underlying persistent media: data integrity [38], avail-
ability, data protection [51], recovery [28], etc. WAFL meta-
data was designed to optimize random metadata lookups
from media, efficiently write out data and metadata to stor-
age [25, 29], and to enable key functionality such as snap-

*Currently employed at Google, †Currently employed at Meta

shots. Compression and deduplication techniques in WAFL
improved efficiency in storage capacity. The WAFL consis-
tency point converted random updates of user data and meta-
data into sequential I/O [13, 30], and wrote blocks to areas
with the most free space, which turned out to be well-suited
to minimizing FTL write amplification in SSDs.

ONTAP also integrated flash technology—PCIe-attached
Flash Cache® [54] and SSD tiering in Flash Pool® [55]— but
due to software delays in the ONTAP legacy data path, appli-
cations benefitted only partially from SSD’s sub-millisecond
latency, particularly for random reads. As such, ONTAP was
faced with the challenge of making I/O software overhead
commensurate with device latency in order to ship a com-
petitive all-SSD system. Other legacy storage systems have
similarly found software overhead out of proportion to low-
latency device access times [8, 24, 32, 33, 40, 57, 62, 71].
Building a new storage architecture “from scratch” for SSDs
would have required reinventing dozens of battle-tested fea-
tures that were critical to our enterprise customers. As noted
above, ONTAP and WAFL already had most of the building
blocks necessary for building an all-SSD controller. There-
fore, we instead reworked the legacy read path to speed it up
incrementally over several software releases spanning multi-
ple years, primarily by eliminating message hops between
components of the storage software stack and moving to-
wards a run-to-completion execution model that minimizes
expensive message passing steps.

Although this paper focuses only on the optimization of
the read I/O path, a collection of other improvements were
also crucial to productizing the all-SSD controller. As de-
scribed in prior work [25], we changed the block allocator to
write contiguously down the SSD LBA-space in multiples of
the SSD erase page size, thereby mitigating the log-on-log
problem [67] and increasing SSD lifetimes. We redesigned
the compression and deduplication infrastructure to run in-
line with writes, which reduces the overall data written to
storage thereby further prolonging SSD lifetimes. We intro-
duced other key performance optimizations, including in the
write I/O path and journal replay.

This paper makes the following contributions: We analyze
the latency breakdown of the legacy read path of a success-
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Figure 1: ONTAP modules involved in the data path.

ful enterprise storage system. We present a series of per-
formance improvements made by systematically removing
the primary sources of software delay. We analyze the im-
provements using data from detailed experiments across a
range of hardware platforms and a cloud-resident VM. Fi-
nally, we discuss two major lessons that we learned from
our experiences. Our improvements dropped software over-
head from multiple milliseconds to less than 160us (more
than 20X) generating large improvements in read latency and
throughput, which has been foundational to the all-SSD ON-
TAP controller becoming a multi-billion dollar product line.

2 Background

In this section, we provide a brief overview of ONTAP and
WAFL followed by a description and analysis of the legacy
read path. We refer readers looking for a deeper understand-
ing of WAFL to prior work [12, 13, 15, 19, 25, 26, 28, 29].

2.1 ONTAP Storage Stack
Fig. 1 shows the major ONTAP components in the data path.
The Protocol component receives requests from clients and
converts them into WAFL requests. The WAFL component
processes all requests to the file systems—I/Os, operations
related to data management, replication, etc. The layers be-
neath provide access to the storage media and implement
RAID protection across them. Each component has data
structures that are accessible typically only from thread pools
dedicated to the component, which simplifies the synchro-
nization between components. Component boundaries are
traversed by message-passing between their threads, which
means a request from a client undergoes multiple hops.

2.2 WAFL Processing Model
ONTAP houses and exports multiple file systems called vol-
umes from within a shared pool of storage called an aggre-
gate, and the WAFL component handles operations on them.
The WAFL file system stores all metadata and user data in
files which are organized in a hierarchical fashion. WAFL

blocks are 4KiB in size and alignment, and are indexed in
the aggregate by a PVBN (physical volume block number).
Detailed descriptions are available elsewhere [15, 19].

Requests are dispatched to the WAFL component as
WAFL messages. All data in the file systems are conceptu-
ally arranged into a hierarchy of data partitions called affini-
ties, in a model referred to as Waffinity [12]. Based on its
type and the data it intends to access, each request is dis-
patched to a specific affinity in the hierarchy. A dedicated
pool of Waffinity threads execute requests on a per-affinity
basis within the WAFL component in a thread-safe fashion.
Each message type has an associated handler, which is coded
in a load-modify transactional model: all resources neces-
sary for the operation are accumulated in the load phase dur-
ing which the message may suspend one or more times, af-
ter which the handler is completed in a single non-blocking
modify phase, during which any mutations to the file system
state are committed. This execution model together with the
guarantees of Waffinity ensures that WAFL operations exe-
cute in atomic fashion with parallelism-safety.

If a resource is unavailable, the message releases all re-
sources acquired thus far before it suspends (blocks) on an
appropriate wait-list, thereby avoiding resource dependen-
cies and deadlocks. When woken up, the message handler
restarts execution from the beginning to try and reacquire
the necessary resources. For example, a read message re-
quires that the data blocks are available in memory. If those
blocks are not in memory during the load phase, the read
handler initiates retrieval of those blocks from persistent
storage and suspends awaiting that retrieval. Upon restart,
it goes through the same steps, but likely finds the blocks in
memory this time and is able to complete its modify phase.
This model provides deadlock-free concurrent execution but
trades off CPU cycles for potential load phase re-execution.

2.3 Mutations to the File Systems

ONTAP was always designed to process mutations to the file
system state with low latency. Consider the example of a
write request. The load phase of the WAFL write message
handler ensures the necessary inode and ancestor indirect
blocks are in memory. The modify phase updates the file sys-
tem state in memory and journals the write to NVRAM1 be-
fore it responds to the Protocol component, which then sends
an acknowledgement to the client. The modify phase leaves
behind “dirty” file system state in memory—inodes, buffers,
and volumes. Dirty state is collectively and periodically per-
sisted on a per-aggregate basis as a single transaction called
a consistency point (or CP) [13, 25]. Dirty data is com-
pressed, deduplicated, and compacted [27] asynchronously
to the write but before the CP completes. Because the inode

1ONTAP systems are deployed as HA-pairs, and the journaled write
must get mirrored to the HA partner’s NVRAM as well.
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Figure 2: Message passing steps across ONTAP components for a
read request.

and ancestor blocks of “hot” byte ranges are typically mem-
ory resident and appends to NVRAM are fast, the write la-
tency is mostly independent of storage access times. There-
fore, the read path was the main focus of the performance
work required for productization of the all-SSD controller.

2.4 Legacy Read Path
Fig. 2 shows the message passing hops in the legacy read
path and is applicable to all supported protocols—SCSI,
NVMe, NFS, and SMB. In step 1, ONTAP receives the read
request over the network in the context of a Protocol thread,
which parses the request and translates it to a WAFL read
message. A Waffinity thread picks up and executes the mes-
sage in step 2. The read handler traverses file system data
structures to find the requested data blocks. If the required
data are found in memory during the load phase, the data is
assembled into a reply payload in the modify phase and sent
back to the Protocol thread, which replies to the client in step
3b. If not, the handler suspends until the data is available in
memory. One such example is when all required interme-
diate data—inode, indirect blocks, etc.—are found, but the
data blocks are not. In this case, the handler allocates, ini-
tializes, and inserts one buffer per missing block in the file
system tree, places them in one or more RAID read mes-
sages that it sends to the RAID component, and suspends
the WAFL read message on the completion of all required
I/Os. WAFL uses the PVBNs of the blocks to determine the
required number of RAID read messages.

A RAID thread processes each RAID read message, uses
its knowledge of the drive mappings to translate each PVBN
to drive ID and LBA, and sends a message to the Storage
component in step 3a. In step 4, a Storage thread processes
this message, dispatches a read to the physical drive, and
sends a read-done to the RAID component upon comple-
tion of the I/O. In step 5, RAID validates checksums and

Figure 3: Latency across ONTAP components with increasing load
for a 4KiB random read request.

sends a read-done to the WAFL component if no errors are
found. In step 6, a WAFL thread does further validation2,
marks the buffers valid, and restarts all waiters. The original
WAFL read message is awoken once all issued RAID mes-
sages (from step 2) have completed. In step 7, a Waffinity
thread runs the original message by re-executing the handler,
eventually finds all valid buffers in cache, and replies to the
Protocol component, which replies to the client in step 8.

Three different data reduction techniques—compression,
deduplication, and sub-block compaction [27]—are used in
combination by WAFL to efficiently store data; the data is
also encrypted just before it is stored. Decryption occurs in
step 4 while reading from storage, but the choice of where
(in one of the steps in the reply path) the reduced data gets
rehydrated is made dynamically based on various conditions.
We consider the topic of data reduction outside the scope of
this paper for two reasons: it is too large a topic to cover
comprehensively, and it would be a distraction because the
techniques and results presented in this paper are fundamen-
tally unchanged with or without data reduction.

This architecture is modular, which facilitates continuous
feature development, and error handling can be performed in
the corresponding component. A WAFL read that does not
hit in the buffer cache may incur several message hops in-
cluding multiple suspensions and restarts within WAFL be-
fore completion. Such hops become expensive under CPU
pressure, when a message must wait for the next thread to be
scheduled or when running threads cannot keep up with in-
coming load. In the case of HDDs, these scheduling delays
are typically dwarfed by drive I/O latencies. Such delays
become noticeably large for SSDs.

2.5 Components of Read Latency
Fig. 3 shows the breakdown of server-side latency for a read
request to ONTAP across the steps outlined in Fig. 2 under

2WAFL stores a context together with each written block [60] to iden-
tify its file and offset to protect against lost or misdirected writes [3], and
identify a block that has been moved for defragmentation purposes [26].
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increasing levels of load, using a matching color scheme for
each step. This data was collected on ONTAP 8.2.2 (circa
2014), which predates the optimizations discussed in this pa-
per. A random read workload—which ensures a low buffer
cache hit rate and frequent drive access—was run on a 2x10-
core Intel Xeon 2.8GHz controller with 128 GiB of DRAM,
the high-end ONTAP system from that time. The controller
had twelve 400GiB SAS SSD drives, which collectively pro-
vided sufficient I/O throughput for the highest load of this
experiment. A set of LUNs were configured on ONTAP and
a number of clients sent 4KiB reads to random offsets using
the FCP storage protocol over an underlying Fibre Channel
network to cumulatively create the desired load. Throughout
this paper, time within each component is measured using
start/stop timers in the software stack. Network component
time is included within the Protocol layer, which collectively
remain a small source of delay due to their relative efficiency
compared to other components in the stack.

Protocol corresponds to steps 1 and 8. Read Message and
Read-Done Message depict time in the WAFL component,
the former for the sum of steps 2 and 7 and the latter for step
6. Storage+RAID SW corresponds to steps 3, 4, and 5 minus
SSD Driver+Device, which depicts the latency in the device
driver and media. The raw CPU cycles in the WAFL and
Protocol components (steps 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8) are negligible
(each less than 30us); in other words, most of the latency is
the message waiting to be picked up by WAFL or Protocol
threads. Although SSD Driver+Device time does increase
with load, all of that increase is attributed to software de-
lays in the device drivers due to increased CPU wait times.
We confirm this later in Fig. 7, which shows consistent SSD
Driver+Device times when CPU wait times are not a major
factor. Increased load amplifies the cost of each hop because
threads are busier and CPUs are closer to saturation.

At 80% of maximum throughput of the system
(960MiB/s), the device latency is less than 30% of the to-
tal read latency. The primary non-device delays are in the
RAID/Storage components and wait times in WAFL for the
read and read-done messages. While such delays were ac-
ceptable for HDDs with media latency of several millisec-
onds, their impact became outsized for SSDs with media la-
tency of a few 100’s of microseconds. Clean-sheet design
approaches for the read path were discarded because of the
inherent complexities around handling myriad error condi-
tions and integrating with existing ONTAP features. Instead,
we used the latency data to iteratively improve the read path
for the most common cases while retaining the legacy path
for error handling and other complicated conditions.

3 Fastpaths: WAFL Reply and RAID

Optimization of the read path for SSDs started as a
skunkworks project in the WAFL team, and we began with
the WAFL reply path. Because the latency breakdown was

Figure 4: Steps with WAFL Reply and Storage Fastpaths.

Figure 5: WAFL buffer cache and page header hash.

dominated by wait-times due to message passing hops, we
chose to eliminate hops, steps 6 and 7, instead of optimizing
code. We call this work WAFL Reply Fastpath. Next, the
RAID and Storage teams eliminated steps 3a and 5, called
RAID Fastpath. These changes are shown in Fig. 4.

3.1 Bypassing WAFL Read-done

The WAFL read-done message validates the data, updates
the WAFL buffer state to reflect the I/O completion, and
restarts the original WAFL read message. We explored
whether the error-free path of this handler could be executed
directly by the RAID component as part of RAID read-done
(step 5). We refer to this technique as bypassing layers. Data
blocks and indirect blocks of a file are represented in mem-
ory as WAFL buffers, which are logical headers that point
to 4KiB data block pages. WAFL buffers are arranged into
per-file inode block trees. A multi-level LRU structure [14],
labeled Priority Queue in Fig. 5, tracks the aging and prior-
ity of buffers, and is designed to be accessible from within
and outside of the WAFL component as a result of earlier
performance improvement work.

A given data block can be shared by several inodes’ block
trees; this capability is used by many ONTAP features, such
as snapshots, deduplication, cloning, etc. Hence, multiple
WAFL buffers can point to a data block page. Each block
page also has a statically-associated page header, that stores
metadata about the page such as a reference count of the
WAFL buffers pointing to it. The page headers are tracked
in a header hash indexed by aggregate ID and PVBN, which
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is looked up before issuing I/O. Fig. 5 shows two example
block pages with PVBNs 71 and 72. Access to block pages
and page headers are protected by range locks on the page
header hash from any component. A block page can only
be scavenged when its page header refcount is zero, which
implies all buffers pointing to it have been evicted.

In the legacy read path, a WAFL buffer (per block) was
sent with the RAID read message. The RAID and Storage
components could safely update certain flags/fields in those
buffers to track I/O state, error states, the checksum, etc.
However, marking the buffer valid could happen only within
the WAFL component, hence the need for WAFL read-done.
In the new model, we add a valid state in the page header
and leverage a new iobuffer object that is used exclusively
for the purpose of I/O and is therefore exempt from many of
the rules that govern WAFL buffers. As in the legacy path,
the WAFL read message inserts a WAFL buffer but now also
initializes an iobuffer per block, which it instead sends with
the RAID read message. The iobuffer is private to the read
request and cannot be found otherwise. Both buffers point
to the same block page, as shown in Fig. 5. The WAFL read
message now suspends on a page header (instead of a WAFL
buffer) waiting for it to become valid. The RAID read-done
message first validates the data block then directly invokes a
WAFL function that performs the file system specific valida-
tion, marks the page header valid, wakes up the suspended
WAFL read message, and frees the iobuffer. If it encounters
any errors, it can safely fail through to WAFL at any point,
because WAFL messages always restart execution from the
beginning of the message handler.

3.2 Bypassing the Restart of WAFL Read

The removal of step 6 resulted in significant improvements,
and encouraged us to next explore eliminating step 7. In
the legacy read path, the restarted WAFL read message en-
sured that all data was present in memory, assembled them
into a vector, and replied to the Protocol component. As
with the WAFL read-done message, this work is now exe-
cuted inline by the RAID read-done (step 5) message by us-
ing iobuffers. The original WAFL read message is attached
to the RAID read message, in which we keep count of the
outstanding I/Os to storage. This count is atomically decre-
mented upon each I/O completion, and the last completion
replies to the Protocol component. If any errors are en-
countered, the legacy path is triggered by sending the read
message back into WAFL. When a Protocol thread receives
the reply, the embedded WAFL read message is freed. The
original WAFL buffer is marked valid only if accessed by
some subsequent WAFL message (or the restarted WAFL
read message in case of an error) on finding that the buffer
points to a valid block page. If never accessed, the buffer
eventually ages out like any other. The elimination of steps
6 and 7 is collectively called the WAFL Reply Fastpath.

Figure 6: Latency vs achieved throughput with increasing 4KiB
random read load with and without Fastpaths.

3.3 RAID Fastpath

We next worked to bypass the RAID component (steps 3a
and 5) entirely on the read path. The RAID component main-
tains an up-to-date topology data structure of the aggregate;
it knows which drives are in some failure state or are getting
reconstructed. RAID uses that information in RAID read
(step 3a) to map the PVBN of each buffer supplied by WAFL
to the physical drive and LBA. RAID exports a read-only
cache of the topology, which is now used by the WAFL read
message for the translations and to directly send I/O mes-
sages to the Storage component. Changes in the aggregate,
such as addition of drives, failure of drives, or RAID recon-
struction, will require updating the topology. Though rare,
when such events occur the RAID component flags the cache
as stale, and the WAFL read message fails through to using
the legacy RAID read. In the case of a race—say the topol-
ogy is tagged stale after a Fastpath is triggered—the Storage
component detects the staleness in step 4 and returns an er-
ror, and the restarted WAFL read message now fails through
to the legacy path. The Fastpath resumes once a new topol-
ogy cache has been built and exported by RAID.

Upon completion of a device I/O in step 4, the Storage
component now directly calls a thread-safe version of the
checksum validation used in RAID read-done (step 5), fol-
lowed by the WAFL Reply Fastpath described in Sec. 3.1 and
Sec. 3.2. As elsewhere, the legacy path is used as a fail-safe
whenever any error is encountered.

3.4 Performance Analysis of Fastpaths

Fig. 6 and 7 show results from the same 4KiB random read
experiment on the same 20-core platform from Sec. 2.5 with
the Fastpaths enabled. No Fastpath data was collected by
using ONTAP 8.2.2 (circa 2014), which precedes our opti-
mizations, WAFL Reply Fastpath using ONTAP 8.3.0 (early
2015), and then with RAID Fastpath using ONTAP 8.3.1
(late 2015). Although not strictly apple-to-apples because
we are comparing different releases, the performance impact
seen in these graphs is primarily due to the Fastpaths. Fig. 6
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Figure 7: Latency across ONTAP components with and without
improvements at two specific loads of 4KiB random reads.

plots the average server-side latency vs achieved load, and
shows how these improvements have significantly shifted the
system saturation points to the right. The read throughput at
the average latency of around 1ms (the industry expectation
for SSD-controller latency in the mid-2010’s) quadrupled
from 150MiB/s to 600MiB/s with WAFL Reply Fastpath,
and increased another 50% from 600MiB/s to 900MiB/s with
RAID Fastpath. Fig. 7 shows the latency breakdown at two
specific load points. The sharp increase in latency with the
legacy path is attributable primarily to the RAID and Stor-
age components. From mining finer grained statistics in ON-
TAP, the savings at 880 MiB/s compute to 300us of wait time
for the WAFL read-done message, 480us wait time for the
restarted WAFL read message, and a smaller 17us of CPU
time across both messages. More interestingly, the reduction
in CPU utilization due to the elimination of steps 6 and 7
results in lowered wait times for threads in all components,
lowering the overhead of remaining message hops and de-
ferring CPU saturation to higher levels of load. Adding the
RAID Fastpath at 880 MiB/s results in a further reduction in
wait times in RAID and Storage components and a reduction
in device driver wait time. In the end, software overhead is
on par with device times.

It should be noted that latency variance in ONTAP is al-
most always due to variance in wait times, which gets worse
only with increased CPU utilization. Therefore, latency vari-
ance is high only to the right of the “knee” of the latency-
throughput curve [50]. Because Fastpaths (and the improve-
ments presented subsequently in this paper) significantly re-
duce wait times, their benefits for p90 and p99 latencies have
an outsized impact to the right of the knee of the curve. For
example, p90 latency drops from 7ms (for legacy) to 2ms
(with both Fastpaths) in this experiment. Therefore, we use
average latency as a conservative showcase of the improve-
ments throughout this paper.

In this section, we presented and evaluated a collection
of optimizations to minimize message hops in the read I/O
path. We showed that component layers can be effectively
bypassed by running limited elements of one layer within

Figure 8: Read path steps with TopSpin read design.

another layer to constrain software overhead. This work was
crucial to NetApp shipping a feature-rich all-SSD ONTAP
controller in 2015 instead of creating an SSD-optimized file
system from scratch. Further, the success from Fastpaths en-
couraged the continued use of this approach in ONTAP. The
next section discusses how we used bypassing to tackle the
dominant remaining delay.

4 TopSpin Read: Bypassing WAFL Read

By the early 2010s, it was obvious that traditional intercon-
nects such as SAS and SATA were inadequate for SSD speed
and bandwidth. Based on the new NVM Express technol-
ogy [52], enterprise-quality SSDs boasting at least one or-
der of magnitude better performance were available by the
late 2010s. NVMe storage drivers were added to ONTAP to
access these new SSDs. Additionally, Linux and Windows
clients were now able to unlock these performance bene-
fits by connecting over the network using the NVMe over
Fabrics (NVMe-oF) protocol. In response, an NVMe server-
side module optimized for parallelism and low latency was
added to the ONTAP Protocol component. With these tech-
nological improvements, tackling the remaining large soft-
ware delay—the wait time for WAFL Read (step 2) as seen
in Fig. 7—became a competitive imperative.

To that end, we developed TopSpin, an optimization to
allow the common-case read request to bypass the WAFL
component, as shown in Fig. 8. TopSpin leverages direct
access to WAFL data structures from within the Protocol
component (step 1) to check if the required data is in mem-
ory and to issue I/Os to storage, while handling all poten-
tial races with requests that modify file system state running
in parallel within the WAFL component. This design has
three advantages: (1) It avoids the queueing delays within
WAFL. (2) The reimplemented read handler is light-weight
and avoids the suspend-restart CPU overhead. (3) It bypasses
the strict data partitioning within WAFL that can restrict par-
allelism. It was productized in ONTAP 9.3 (2017) and en-
abled for all block-based protocols—SCSI and NVMe.

4.1 Storage Location Cache
We introduce the Storage Location Cache (SLC) to allow the
Protocol component to directly and safely discover data lo-
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Figure 9: Overall SLC and HAC architecture, which integrates with the existing WAFL buffer cache and page header hash.

cations. The SLC is a hash table that maps file handle and
file block number (or FBN, the 4KiB file offset) to PVBN;
its hash buckets are protected by range locks. The lowest
level indirect blocks in a WAFL inode tree (Level-1 blocks,
or L1s) comprise this map, along with per-FBN auxiliary in-
formation used for data validation. The location of the ith

FBN is found in the (i%span)th index of the ( i
span )

th L1,
where the fixed span is the maximum number of children an
L1 can have. As Fig. 9 shows, each SLC entry points directly
to a block page of one L1 and the SLC entry takes a refcount
through the corresponding page header. SLC entries are in-
serted (when an L1 block page is loaded into memory) and
updated only from the WAFL component, including being
removed when the L1 page is scavenged.

4.2 Hierarchical Attributes Cache

For a read request to be safely processed in the Protocol com-
ponent, it must synchronize with changes to file system state
occurring in parallel within the WAFL component. For in-
stance, changes to the mount state of a volume or the size
of a file may interact with a read request. We introduce the
Hierarchical Attributes Cache (HAC) to track properties of
file system objects—inodes and volumes—to facilitate such
checks. Each user file or LUN is represented by an HAC in-
ode object that caches various attributes of the inode, such
as size and permissions. Each volume is represented by an
HAC volume object that caches mount state, encryption key,
etc. As Fig. 9 shows, the objects are organized into two
hash tables indexable by file handle (which includes a vol-
ume identifier). Access to these objects is protected by a lock
per hash bucket. Much like the SLC, HAC objects are con-
sulted from the Protocol component but created and updated
only from the WAFL component; a volume (inode) object is
added to the HAC when it is mounted (loaded into memory).

4.3 TopSpin Read from Protocol Component

We implement TopSpin read, a version of the WAFL read
handler that is called directly by the Protocol thread towards

the end of step 1. Fig. 9 shows the system state for an exam-
ple TopSpin read of FBN2 and FBN3 of a file. It first looks
up the SLC using file handle and offset to determine if the
requisite L1 block pages are in memory; the actual lookup
converts the offset to the FBN aligned to L1 span, which
is FBN0 in this case. If found, it confirms the freshness of
the SLC entries by consulting the HAC inode and volume
objects; Sec. 4.5 details the the freshness check. Next, it
indexes the L1 page to obtain the PVBNs (and auxiliary in-
formation), 17 and 18 in the figure, and looks them up along
with aggregate ID in the page header hash. If all block pages
are found in memory, it inserts them into the reply vector and
replies to the client, holding a page refcount until complete.
Otherwise, much like the WAFL read handler, TopSpin uses
the PVBN and auxiliary information to instantiate iobuffers,
block pages, and page headers, and sends the appropriate
I/Os to the Storage component for the missing Level-0 file
data blocks (or L0s). The Protocol component resumes pro-
cessing this request after receiving a reply from Storage,
much as in Sec. 3.3. If TopSpin read fails for any reason,
such as missing L1 block pages or freshness check failure, it
falls through to the legacy WAFL path. Both caches—HAC
and SLC—use LRUs to age their entries, thereby increasing
the chances of TopSpin reads to “hot” file byte ranges com-
pleting successfully.

As noted in the Fastpath sections, some data struc-
tures were already safe to access from outside the WAFL
component—the block pages, page headers and hash, the
RAID topology cache, etc. TopSpin limits itself to accessing
only those shared structures. When an I/O completes, step 4
now inserts the iobuffer directly into the buffer cache LRU,
unlike in the Fastpath case where the iobuffer is discarded
and the WAFL buffer is preserved. TopSpin reads access L0
block pages directly through the page header hash, and incre-
ment a newly added touches count field in the page header to
track hotness (shown in Fig. 9). Before an iobuffer can be
scavenged, any such references are transferred from the cor-
responding page header into the iobuffer thereby preventing
eviction. We next look at how the SLC and HAC guarantee
correctness.
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4.4 Keeping SLC Consistent

A write request executing in parallel within the WAFL com-
ponent may conflict with a TopSpin read, and we use the
SLC entry for synchronization. Each SLC entry uses a dirty-
bitmask to track whether its children data blocks have been
“dirtied” by any operation running in the WAFL component,
one bit per child. In its modify phase, the WAFL write han-
dler locks up to 3 SLC entries—the largest write supported
(1 MiB) may span up to 3 L1s—to set the dirty bit for each
FBN. A TopSpin read looks up the dirty bits after locking
the necessary SLC entries, and fails through to WAFL if any
is set. Otherwise, it obtains the PVBNs and either finds the
block pages through the page header hash or issues I/Os.

The subsequent CP walks through each dirty buffer and
allocates a new location for it in storage, a previously free
PVBN. Then, it rehashes the dirty block page using the new
PVBN in the page header hash, after which the page is sent
together with several other pages as a write I/O to a RAID
group in the aggregate; more details in other work [13, 25].
In theory, each dirty bit in an SLC entry can be cleared
when the CP rehashes the child L0 block page with the new
PVBN—a subsequent TopSpin read can now safely read that
block page. Instead, to amortize locking costs, all dirty bits
in an SLC entry are cleared together by locking the SLC
entry just once after the CP is done with the L1 and all its
children. It typically takes anywhere from 2-5 seconds for a
subsequent CP to process that parent L1 and clear the dirty
bits in the SLC entry. This is rarely a problem for our cus-
tomer environments, where immediate reads after writes are
rare, but would result in failing through to WAFL.

4.5 Keeping HAC Consistent

SLC entries may be invalidated by various infrequently oc-
curring operations, such as a volume remount or a file resize.
These are tracked by versioning HAC objects. Each HAC
object records two version numbers: a self version vs for its
child relationships and a parent version vp for its parent re-
lationship; Fig. 9 refers to them as SelfVer and ParentVer,
respectively. The former is initialized when an object is cre-
ated and incremented when any of its attributes change. For
example, if a file is resized its inode object’s vs gets incre-
mented. Each SLC entry also records a vp. A hierarchy ex-
ists: each SLC entry has a parent inode, and each inode HAC
object has a parent volume HAC object. When an HAC ob-
ject is created (updated), its vp is initialized to its parent’s vs
and its own vs is set (incremented). An object or entry is con-
firmed to be fresh only if its vp matches its parent object’s vs.
A check must recurse up the hierarchy to confirm freshness.

A failed SLC entry check at the inode (or volume level)
indicates that the corresponding file (or volume) has since
been modified in some way that makes the SLC entry stale.
When that happens, TopSpin sends the read to the WAFL

component. Stale SLC entries and HAC objects age out of
their respective caches. Version numbers are incremented
only by operations running within the WAFL component.
Incrementing the version of an object implicitly invalidates
all its descendent objects, which may be numerous—a vol-
ume may comprise hundreds of files, each with thousands of
“hot” L1s. It should be noted that version bumps occur infre-
quently, and therefore the fast 3-level recursive check done
by a TopSpin read succeeds most of the time.

4.6 TopSpin and File-based Protocols
The improvements in Sec. 3 moved portions of the read path
from WAFL and RAID down to the Storage component, and
are therefore independent of the client protocol. All proto-
cols can benefit from the Fastpaths. In contrast, TopSpin read
requires changes to the code in the Protocol component. We
implemented TopSpin first for block-based (SAN) protocols
because SAN applications—such as databases, server vir-
tualization, and business applications—require consistently
low latency. NAS protocols require that a read check other
metadata, such as file permissions, ACLs, and lock state.
These structures are currently accessible only from within
the WAFL component. An inode’s access time (atime) also
needs to be updated on reads, which results in mutations that
need to be persisted. A TopSpin read would need to safely
access the corresponding structures.

In this section, we extended Fastpath to bypass the WAFL
layer in the read I/O path, by developing an alternative
method for scalable, thread-safe file system accesses. Thus
far, it has been narrowly deployed within ONTAP, but it can
be applied to other protocols and file system operations. Ex-
tending TopSpin to NFS and SMB is a work in progress.

5 Client-Visible Consistency Semantics

In the previous sections, we discussed correctness in the face
of race conditions within and between components. We now
look at correctness from the client’s point of view. Clients
communicate with ONTAP using one of several protocols—
NFS, SMB, SCSI, and NVMe-oF—each with its correspond-
ing correctness semantics. To maximize code reuse and to
simplify design and testing, ONTAP implements a conser-
vative and consistent interpretation of the semantics across
all protocols. Changing these interpretations is disallowed
across ONTAP releases because it risks destabilizing client
libraries and customer applications. All improvements pre-
sented in this paper preserve ONTAP’s interpretations of
these semantics. We look at only two rules that are rele-
vant to this paper. In this section, we use the term “write”
generically for any operation that mutates file system state
and “read’ for any that does not.

For example, if a client issues a read R after it has re-
ceived the acknowledgement to a write W, then R must never
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see any file system state prior to W. Because a server can-
not know the exact moment when an acknowledgement is
received by a client, we implement rules based on when re-
quests (acknowledgements) enter (exit) the networking stack
of the Protocol component. (1) Read-After-Write (RAW):
ONTAP guarantees that once the Protocol component has is-
sued an acknowledgement of a write, a read request received
subsequently by the Protocol component sees only the state
after the write. (2) Concurrent-Read-Write (CRW): If a read
and write overlap in time when processed by ONTAP, the
read sees state only from before or after the write, but never
both; except for SCSI, where CRW applies only for sizes up
to 64 KiB3. Both rules hold even if the read and write are sent
by different clients using different protocols. In legacy ON-
TAP, every file system request was processed by the WAFL
component in both the request and reply paths. The load-
modify transactional model together with Waffinity guaran-
teed serialization of a read and a write if they conflicted in
file byte range; this trivially satisfied both rules. The im-
provements presented in this paper are relevant only to read
requests—one of the many possible “reads” as used generi-
cally in this section.

The Fastpaths avoid the RAID and WAFL components on
only the reply path, so trivially preserve RAW. Because the
results of a write are committed to the in-memory file system
state by the WAFL component before its acknowledgement
can be sent, it is impossible for a TopSpin read to see content
from prior to the write. Thus, TopSpin also preserves RAW.

With both Fastpaths and TopSpin, if the write runs first
then the read sees data from only after the write. In the case
of TopSpin, the write first locks all SLC entries and sets the
dirty bits in them, so the read fails the freshness check and
falls through to WAFL. If the read runs first and finds all data
in memory, it replies with data from only before the write in
both Fastpaths and TopSpin. The TopSpin read locks all the
SLC entries it needs. If the read runs first and finds that
all its L0 pages are missing, it uses PVBNs from the L1s
to issue I/Os to the Storage component. TopSpin finds the
PVBNs via the SLC entries and the WAFL read handler via
the L1 buffers. Even if a subsequent write dirties one or more
of those FBNs, the read replies with only the persisted data
prior to the write. Any read with a mix of hits and misses
in the page header hash fails through to the legacy path. Al-
though this case can be improved, it does not occur often in
our customers’ applications. Thus, CRW is preserved.

6 Performance Evaluation of TopSpin

A typical ONTAP controller hosts datasets for multiple in-
stances of different applications that are accessed at the same
time. No individual workload represents all outcomes in

3The SCSI specification does not require atomicity. ONTAP does not
support WRITE ATOMIC.

such multi-tenant environments. Therefore, we primarily
used micro-benchmarks to study the performance, knowing
that the results extend to any workload comprising those traf-
fic patterns. We also tested with an in-house benchmark
identical to the industry-standard SPC-1 [11], which models
the query and update operations of an OLTP/DB application
and simulates real world environments [17]. Lastly, we used
a standardized load to Oracle. All experiments used a re-
cent internal build based of ONTAP 9.13.1, unless otherwise
indicated. We picked a mid-range controller with 2.2GHz
Intel Xeon Silver 2x10 cores, 144GiB of DRAM, 16GiB of
NVRAM, and 23 3.84TiB NVMe SSD drives to study the
benefits when CPU resources are tight and a high-end con-
troller with 2.2GHz Intel Xeon Platinum 2x32 cores, 1TiB
of DRAM, 64GiB of NVRAM, and 46 3.84TIB NVMe SSD
drives. The NVMe SSD drives support 100K IOPS of ran-
dom reads with latency under 100us, and are configured into
RAID double parity [10]. These configurations are realis-
tic and are sufficient to make most workloads CPU-limited.
A given IOPS load is collectively initiated in an open loop
by a set of remote clients, such that queuing in the server
becomes significant under heavy load. Latency is measured
on the ONTAP server from when a read request enters to
when its corresponding reply exits the controller. The Top-
Spin SLC is backed by L1 block pages in the WAFL buffer
cache which can consume the majority of a system’s DRAM
and prioritizes indirect blocks. An L1 page in WAFL can
reference 255 child blocks, so TopSpin can be effective with
sizes significantly smaller than an application’s working set.

Controllers are deployed as a high-availability pair, but we
report only per-controller results. Only half of NVRAM is
used by a controller because the other half is used to mirror
the HA-partner’s journal. Although compression, dedupli-
cation, and compaction [27] are now enabled by default on
ONTAP all-SSD controllers, we disabled them in these ex-
periments for three reasons: (1) Enabling them on datasets
with realistic compressibility and dedupe savings does not
change the character of the results. (2) We have not pre-
sented the designs of these data reduction techniques and
how they interact with the read path. (3) We lack the space
to explore the range of datasets that yield different combina-
tions of compressibility and dedupe savings. Available CPU
cycles in all-SSD systems can be used for running data re-
duction, both inline and in the background. Thus, savings in
CPU cycles can directly benefit storage efficiency.

6.1 Reads: NVMe-oF Clients

In the first experiment, the load-generating clients used the
NVMe-oF protocol (over a Fibre Channel network) to com-
municate with LUNs configured on ONTAP. Together with
NVMe SSDs, when compared to earlier results, the latency
and throughput numbers are both an order of magnitude bet-
ter. At these low latencies, the experiment is more sensitive
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Figure 10: Latency vs achieved throughput on the 20-core system
with increasing random read (RR) and sequential read (SR) load.

Figure 11: Latency across ONTAP components with and without
TopSpin at three specific loads of random reads.

to software delays in ONTAP. Fig. 10 presents the latency
vs achieved throughput on the mid-range 20-core controller
with 8KiB random read (RR) 4 and 64KiB sequential read
(SR) workloads. Baseline now includes the Fastpaths.

6.1.1 Random Read Performance

TopSpin shifts the curve to the right, for example doubling
throughput at 400us latency. Customers can also oper-
ate their systems for higher throughput, with a tolerance for
higher latency (e.g., 5ms). The peak throughput of a sys-
tem is that achieved as the system approaches saturation and
beyond which latencies grow exponentially. As with the
Fastpaths, TopSpin delivers a 27% higher peak throughput
because the streamlined I/O path reduces the CPU costs per
operation (3.0GiB/s at 2.9ms latency vs. 2.4GiB/s at 3.2ms).
In this test, TopSpin finds the required data in memory in
1.9% of reads, issues storage I/O directly in 97.7% of reads,
and falls through to WAFL in only 0.4% of reads for reasons
such as an unavailable SLC entry. Fig. 11 shows the per-
component latency at three loads, and WAFL and Protocol
latencies are now further divided into CPU time vs wait time.
The data at low load (800MiB/s) approximates the break-

4By this time, the official SPC-1 as well as our internal benchmarks had
switched the I/O size from 4KiB to 8KiB for random I/O workloads.

Figure 12: Latency across ONTAP components with and without
TopSpin at two specific loads of sequential reads.

down for a single outstanding I/O. As load increases, the
WAFL read message wait time becomes a significant factor
(195us at 2GiB/s), and TopSpin eliminates it. Reduction in
CPU consumption also yields lower wait times in other com-
ponents. As we are now evaluating with NVMe SSDs, SSD
Driver+Device latency ranges from 115us to 160us with-
out TopSpin, compared to older generation SAS SSDs from
Fig. 7. With TopSpin, this drops to 108us to 123us, due to
decreases in driver scheduling delay. TopSpin replaces 24us
of WAFL read message CPU time with a 10us increase in the
Proto CPU time, which results in CPU cost per read drop-
ping from 66us down to 52us. At 2GiB/s, the non-device
related time drops from 690us to 160us, in better proportion
with the 123us SSD Driver+Device. With TopSpin, device
latency is now the largest single component and non-device
latencies remain below 60% of the total.

6.1.2 Sequential Read Performance

In general, ONTAP is capable of much higher sequential
read throughput because it uses speculative readahead to
prefetch required data into memory. This effectively elim-
inates SSD Driver+Device from the latency path, as shown
in Fig. 12. As expected, TopSpin eliminates WAFL Read
Wait and replaces substantial WAFL Read CPU time (56us
at 3840MiB/s) with a small increase in Proto CPU (20us),
resulting in significant increase in throughput—e.g., a 40%
increase at 800us latency. Peak throughput goes up by 19%
(6.0GiB/s at 3.0ms vs. 5.0GiB/s at 3.2ms), due to a reduction
in the per operation CPU cost from 251us to 209us. Thanks
to readahead, TopSpin finds data in memory in over 99.99%
of reads and avoids failing through to WAFL.

Unlike TopSpin random reads, readahead prefetching in-
stantiates and inserts WAFL buffers. We next optimized the
readahead engine to use iobuffers. This carries two ben-
efits: (1) iobuffers are lighter-weight because they main-
tain less state and so access fewer cache lines, which re-
duces the CPU cost of processing both their insertion and
eventual eviction. At 5.1GiB/s load, the average CPU cost
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Figure 13: Latency vs achieved throughput on the 20-core sys-
tem with TopSpin on sequential read load, using WAFL buffers and
iobuffers for readhead.

Figure 14: Latency vs achieved throughput on the 64-core system
with increasing random read (RR) and sequential read (SR) load.

of readahead drops from 24.5% of all cores to 16.5%, and
buffer scavenging drops from 15.0% of all cores to 6.0%. (2)
iobuffers can be scavenged from outside of the WAFL com-
ponent, which helps reduce overall WAFL wait times; none
of that 6.0% scavenging CPU cost is in the WAFL compo-
nent. Fig. 13 shows the results of this approach, including
a 19% increase in peak throughput (7.2GiB/s at 2.3ms vs.
6.0GiB/s at 3.0ms).

6.1.3 High-end Read Performance

Fig. 14 reports the results of the same random and sequential
read experiments on the high-end 64-core controller to study
TopSpin on controllers with more CPU cores. Compared to
the 20-core system, TopSpin benefits are similar for SR but
are somewhat lower for RR. This shows that TopSpin bene-
fits are greater for certain workloads when CPU resources are
more limited. The latency bump around 2GiB/s for both RR
graphs is due to the time-lag to activate the optimal number
of threads in the (NVMe) Protocol component on this high-
end controller; as mentioned earlier, ONTAP dynamically
scales this number. The per-component latency breakdown
(not shown) matches that of the 20-core controller.

Figure 15: Latency vs achieved throughput on a VM in AWS with
increasing random read (top) and sequential read (bottom) load.

6.2 Read Performance in Cloud Deployments

We next deployed a VM in the AWS public cloud contain-
ing 128 cores and 512GiB of DRAM, and used iSCSI clients
to send a load of 8KiB random reads and 64KiB sequen-
tial reads, using a 2:1 compressible dataset. We attached
io1 EBS [1] volumes to the VM over the network, exposed
as NVMe SSD drives, with an EC2 entitlement of 160K
ops/sec. We experimented with ONTAP 9.14.0, in which
TopSpin was enabled for cloud VMs. Fig. 15 presents the
measurements of server-side latencies and throughput. For
random read, an abundance of CPU cores reduces inter-
nal queuing times and the benefits of TopSpin, and latency
improvements range between 30us and 65us. In contrast,
sequential read leverages readahead to hide the drive ac-
cess times, and TopSpin nearly halves latencies at all loads.
TopSpin-enabled cloud deployments will be available using
Amazon FSx for NetApp ONTAP (FSxN [2]) later in 2024.

6.3 Mixed Read and Write Workloads

To measure the impacts of TopSpin on mixed read-write
workloads and mixed random-sequential workloads, we ran
the internal SPC-1 macrobenchmark on the 64-core con-
troller, with clients connected to ONTAP using FCP. SPC-1
issues 40% reads and 60% writes, of which each are 40%
sequential and 60% random [17]. These results are shown in
Fig. 16, where Write Baseline and Write TopSpin are the ob-
served write latency without and with TopSpin read enabled,
respectively. In this case, overall throughput is not changed
through the use of TopSpin, but the same peak throughput is
achieved with 4.9% lower CPU usage. Read latency at peak
throughput dropped 67%, from 442us to 147us. Further, with
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Figure 16: Read and write latencies vs achieved throughput on the
64-core system with increasing SPC-1 load.

Figure 17: Latency vs achieved throughput on the 64-core system
with increasing 8KiB random read load to a single volume.

the majority of reads now bypassing the WAFL component,
write latency dropped from 637us down to 517us because
wait time for WAFL write messages dropped from 350us to
189us. In this test, 82.4% of reads hit in the cache, 9.2%
successfully read from storage, and 8.5% failed through to
WAFL due to missing L1s or dirty L0s.

We next evaluated load to an Oracle database. Clients con-
nected over FCP to a 2x18-core controller with 512GiB of
DRAM. We compared ONTAP 9.2 to ONTAP 9.3, the first
release with TopSpin. Load was generated to an Oracle 12c
database using SLOB2 [9], comprising 75% SELECT and
25% UPDATE SQL commands. Peak throughput from the
storage server increased from 345K I/Os per second to 400K
I/Os per second. As explained earlier, WAFL is designed to
complete writes quickly, so UPDATEs do not impact user
sessions much. However, storage read latencies directly im-
pact SELECTs, which dropped from 1.13ms to 0.95ms as
reported by the database server.

6.4 Additional Benefits to Bypassing WAFL
Beyond the benefits already discussed, TopSpin also pro-
vides an effective way to work around a long-standing bottle-
neck in WAFL parallelism. The Waffinity model translates
the WAFL file system into a static hierarchy of data parti-
tions [12], with a single active thread per partition. How-

ever, the fixed number of partitions at each level of the hier-
archy cannot guarantee optimal performance across all work-
loads. Although rarely encountered, Waffinity-unfriendly
workloads are limited by the data partitioning to using a sub-
set of the available cores. Some examples: the entire system
load is to a single volume, all load is to a single LUN or
file, or sequential read streams to a single LUN or file where
consecutive I/Os move lockstep one partition at a time. Dy-
namically changing the number of data partitions based on
observing the current workload is feasible, but has signifi-
cant technical challenges. By avoiding the WAFL message,
TopSpin parallelism for such a workload is limited only by
the number of Protocol component threads. To evaluate one
such case, we issued an 8KiB random read load from NVMe-
oF clients directed to a single volume on the 2x32-core con-
troller. Fig. 17 shows the results. Waffinity has only 9
client-facing data partitions per volume for WAFL read mes-
sages, so the baseline system saturates early once WAFL has
utilized 9 cores. With TopSpin enabled, ONTAP activates
more Protocol threads to use up to 31.5 cores for process-
ing read operations. Combined with lower processing costs
and fewer queuing delays, the increased parallelism yields
226.7% higher peak throughput, and even higher gains un-
der 0.4ms. While this is an extreme case, TopSpin improves
many similar scenarios with limited WAFL parallelism.

This section provides further evidence of the value of by-
passing layers in ONTAP. It also encourages the continued
adoption of TopSpin in other code paths. TopSpin has al-
lowed us to incrementally achieve device-proportional over-
heads without requiring clean-sheet designs.

7 Lessons Learned

Lesson 1: Bypassing layers for the error-free data path is
an effective and safe way to eliminate software overhead in
a modular system. This approach retains useful component
divisions and fails through to the component itself for special
cases (only the error-free path needs to be optimized). Fail
through correctness requires that such cases disregard any
changes to message and system state caused by the partial
Fastpath execution. Each successful optimization fueled the
next project, and continues to do so. The optimization of
other file system operations and protocols using TopSpin are
in various stages of development and the design presented
for reads has provided a strong foundation for these.
Lesson 2: Incremental optimization for SSD was the right
approach for ONTAP. Before the Fastpath work, it was
widely assumed that ONTAP would not be able to achieve
device-proportional software overhead. NetApp thus de-
veloped and productized the alpha version of a clean-
sheet design SSD-optimized storage system called FlashRay.
FlashRay was discontinued for two primary reasons: (a) the
roadmap to achieve feature-parity with ONTAP was multiple
years and (b) the success of the Fastpaths demonstrated that
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ONTAP could be optimized to achieve SSD-proportional la-
tencies. Our incremental approach enabled NetApp to pro-
ductize all-SSD ONTAP systems that were competitive on
price and performance, while preserving legacy features.
Critically, the WAFL file system architecture was already
well-suited for SSD properties. In our experience, building a
fast I/O path was significantly easier than building an entirely
new file system with a rich feature set.

These lessons are applicable to other legacy systems and
can influence designs of storage systems for new media. As
new and faster media become available, future systems will
need to go further in lowering software overhead. The re-
maining non-error message hops will need to be eliminated,
such as special cases in TopSpin and even for device access.
Subsequently, all I/O code paths will need to be further ana-
lyzed (such as for cache line misses) and optimized.

8 Related Work

I/O path optimization for low-latency SSD drives is an area
of substantial study, notably bringing software overhead in
proportion with device latencies. Shin, et al. [57] eliminate
interrupt bottom halves and queue running contexts in the
I/O completion path. BarrierFS [65] reduces software over-
head by replacing expensive storage device I/O order guar-
antee approaches. ReFlex [35] builds a highly-optimized,
run-to-completion execution model for remote NVMe Flash
storage on top of the IX dataplane OS [4]. With only 21us
software overhead, ReFlex is fast.

Kernel bypass is another popular approach. NVMeDi-
rect [33] allows user-space applications direct access to the
I/O device. Demikernel [69] is a datapath OS that uses
kernel bypass devices and an optimized core scheduler for
microsecond-scale latencies, even while retaining critical OS
functionality. XRP [71] allows the user to embed application
logic within the device driver’s interrupt handler using eBPF.
These hooks include file system state that can traverse on-
disk structures and initiate new I/Os without returning con-
trol back to the application. These approaches are largely
orthogonal to our work because the components of ONTAP
discussed in this paper all run inside the kernel.

Techniques to reduce software overheads for low-latency
I/O devices include RAID optimizations [63], CPU-scalable
drive access [45], transparent zero-copy [59], and overlap-
ping processing with device access [40]. i10 [21] provides
a CPU-efficient RDMA remote storage stack, which mini-
mizes the number of cores required to saturate both network
and storage devices. SpanFS [24] partitions the file system
into independent micro-services by file and directory to in-
crease parallelism of the storage software, which is some-
what similar to Waffinity. Blk-switch [22] treats the storage
stack like a network switch, and adapts networking optimiza-
tions to minimize software overhead and maximize drive
throughput. Many systems optimize for predictable latency

from SSD drives [5, 20, 62, 70, 34, 31, 61, 43, 56, 58, 22, 35],
some using machine learning [18]. Fast core scheduling can
provide QoS at microsecond granularity to latency-sensitive
applications [49, 16].

Previous work analyzed low-latency drive perfor-
mance [36] and its impact on the Linux storage stack [53].
Oh, et al. [48] optimize Ceph to adapt from HDDs to SSDs.
I/O schedulers have been optimized [68] for low-latency
devices and even evaluated as software overhead [64]. Per-
formance requirements of Key-Value stores have inspired
optimizations for these drives, including optimized CPU
usage [41, 37, 42] and CPU bypass [46]. Lastly, persistent
memory technologies place even more emphasis on low
processing costs [6, 66, 39, 23], kernel bypass [8, 7], and
indexing overheads [39, 23, 47, 44].

Our work was done on a 30+ year old legacy system with-
out compromising the dozens of enterprise quality features
that are critical to our customers. The interactions of our im-
provements with these features created additional challenges
in our designs and implementations. We achieved signifi-
cant performance gains while retaining the existing behavior
of millions of lines of WAFL and ONTAP code outside the
read path, despite potentially operating on the same data.

9 Conclusion

Although several aspects of the decades-old ONTAP archi-
tecture were well-suited for building an all-SSD controller,
the software delays (proportional to HDD latencies) in its
legacy I/O path had made that impractical. In this paper,
we presented the multi-year journey of incremental improve-
ments to the read path that have reigned in software overhead
and made the all-SSD ONTAP controller a success. In fu-
ture work, we plan to present data reduction technologies
that were also crucial to this productization, as well as exten-
sions of TopSpin to other operations, such as writes.
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